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Abstract

This paper develops a theory of bureaucratic influence on distributive politics. While there
exists a rich literature on the effects of institutions such as presidents, electoral systems, and
bicameralism on government spending, the role of professional bureaucrats has yet to receive
formal scrutiny. In the model, legislators bargain over the allocation of distributive benefits
across districts. The legislature may either “politicize” a program by bargaining directly over
pork and bypassing bureaucratic scrutiny, or “professionalize” it by letting a bureaucrat ap-
prove or reject project funding in each district according to an underlying quality standard.
The model predicts that the legislature will professionalize when the expected program quality
is high. However, politicization becomes more likely as the number of high quality projects
increases, and under divided government. Further, more competent bureaucrats can encourage
politicization if the expected program quality is low. Finally, politicized programs are larger
than professionalized programs.
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1 Introduction

A familiar piece of conventional wisdom, reaching back at least as far as Weber (1946), is that

the professional judgment of bureaucrats is essential for good governance. Bureaucrats typically

possess the information and processing capacity that politicians inevitably lack. Thus non-political

actors routinely handle responsibilities such as choosing contractors, evaluating scientific projects,

arresting criminal suspects, and setting various regulatory policies. As many studies have articu-

lated, these activities can have pronounced distributive consequences, across both groups in society

and geographic regions.1 These consequences naturally evoke the issue of legislative consent (e.g.,

Arnold 1979). Due to the need to maintain electoral support or other political reasons, legislators

may be hesitant to forego benefits aimed at their districts for the sake of “good” policy. Thus,

there is an inherent tension between using an expert bureaucracy to allocate public spending and

simply appropriating public money directly through the legislature.

To take a familiar example, in the United States most federally funded academic research is

channeled through institutions such as the National Science Foundation and National Institutes

of Health. There, projects are evaluated according to non-political criteria by a combination of

professional experts and external peer reviewers. On the merits, this system has been widely re-

garded as successful (e.g., Nelson and Rosenberg 1993). But as de Figueiredo and Silverman (2006)

document, a rapidly growing share of academic research—almost 10% by 2001—is “earmarked,” or

directly appropriated to specific universities by Congress. Such spending is not scrutinized by the

peer review process, and is instead allocated directly through legislative bargaining.2

This paper analyzes the legislature’s decision over whether to distribute public funds directly

via detailed legislation, or indirectly via the bureaucracy. The focus on distributive politics (i.e.,

the allocation of public funds) means that I cannot use off-the-shelf models. On one hand, existing

models of legislative delegation to the bureaucracy (e.g., Gailmard 2002, Huber and Shipan 2002)

1These studies are far too numerous to list here, but see Wilson (2000) for an overview. A few prominent examples
include Kaufman (1960), Muir (1977), Weaver (1977), Wilson (1978), Quirk (1980), and Carpenter (2001).

2There are many other sources of earmarks. According to the U.S. Office of Management and Bud-
get, the 110th Congress was responsible for 11,524 earmarks totaling $16.5 billion in fiscal year 2008
(http://earmarks.omb.gov/2008 appropriations earmarks 110th congress.html, accessed August 20, 2009).
This is almost certainly an undercount of the total of public spending distributed according to political criteria.
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explicitly focus on left-right or spatial politics, not distributive politics. On the other hand, existing

models of distributive legislation, many of which belong to a family derived from Baron and Ferejohn

(1989), have no strategic role for bureaucrats.3

The theory developed here therefore combines a basic model of distributive politics with a

simple model of bureaucratic decision-making. The setting is one in which a legislature and a

bureau jointly determine a policy outcome across multiple legislative districts, each represented

by a single legislator. Each district has a single project with an unknown characteristic that the

bureaucrat cares about. This characteristic may be thought of as the project’s technical merit or

quality (either high or low). A project may correspond to any entity that could qualify for public

spending, such as an infrastructure proposal, a licensing or siting application, or a request for public

welfare assistance. Legislators maximize their districts’ budget allocations, or pork. They do not

care explicitly about the quality of the projects, thus presumptively biasing the results away from

expert allocation. The projects are costly, with total costs divided evenly among legislators as a

tax. The marginal cost of the legislation is increasing in the total budget allocation, which might

reflect the deadweight loss of taxation.

The basic game begins with a vote over two alternative institutional mechanisms, which I term

politicization and professionalization. After this choice, legislators bargain in a finite-horizon variant

of the closed rule Baron-Ferejohn game. Under politicization, legislators bargain in a “divide the

dollar” fashion, essentially distributing public spending in an earmark-like process. Legislative

proposals are vectors of allocations that may differ across districts. If passed, these allocations

bypass bureaucratic evaluation and flow directly to their designated districts.

By contrast, professionalization removes the ability to dictate district-specific allocations. In-

stead, legislators bargain over a uniform “national” project budget that applies to every district.4

Once this budget is passed, a bureaucrat decides whether to fund each district’s project. Districts

3As de Figueiredo and Silverman (2006) show, another explanation for politicization is interest group lobbying.
This argument is not incompatible with a distributive politics framework, since lobbied legislators ultimately must
traverse the full proposal and voting process modeled in this paper.

4For example, the 2010 Patient Protection and Affordable Care Act established an Independent Payment Advisory
Board that would order Medicare spending cuts when per capita costs exceeded a target rate, starting in 2014.
Congress could overturn these cuts only by passing a law that achieved the same reductions. Previously, Congress
was relatively free to set geographically specific reimbursement rates. See Shailagh Murray, “Obama Eyes the Purse
Strings for Medicare,” Washington Post, July 16, 2009.
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(and legislators) only receive the money upon bureaucratic approval. Intuitively, professionalization

transforms the bargaining space from a “divide the dollar” game to a “median voter” game where

districts vary according to ideal budgets. One theoretical contribution of the model is therefore the

integration of spatial and divide-the-dollar bargaining within the same legislative framework.

Under professionalized allocation, the bureaucrat’s decision problem works as follows. She

begins with a prior belief about the quality of the project in each district. There are two types

of districts, where high type districts are more likely ex ante to have high quality projects than

low type districts. The bureaucrat may decide whether to investigate each project by collecting an

additional noisy quality signal at a cost. She then approves or rejects the project, with approval

yielding the district the legislatively mandated budget. The bureaucrat is motivated by career

concerns and receives utility for granting or denying benefits according to an exogenous standard.

This standard, and the ability to apply it, may reflect prevailing professional norms, the influence

of non-legislative actors in a separation of powers system, civil service protections, monitoring

problems, or standing legislation.5

The game has a unique symmetric subgame perfect equilibrium. The central tensions in the

equilibrium can be illustrated by considering the position of a legislator who is uncertain over

whether the bureaucrat would approve her district’s project. Politicization can help her by elim-

inating quality considerations from whether her district receives money. But it also introduces

competition over the distribution of benefits. In this environment she cannot demand more than

any other legislator in a winning coalition, and even worse, she may be excluded from a winning

coalition altogether. Additionally, the ability to exploit proposal power inevitably results in highly

inegalitarian and inefficiently large programs. By contrast, professionalization gives a greater claim

on government spending to high type districts, and reduces competition-induced uncertainty for

both types. The relative uniformity of bureaucratic decisions forces proposers to internalize pro-

5An example of an agency evaluation standard, the Federal Aviation Administration’s Airport Im-
provement Program (AIP), which has been active since 1982, assigns proposed projects a National Pri-
ority Rating score between 0 and 100. The normal passing threshold for projects is 41, while
for stimulus projects sponsored by the 2009 American Recovery and Reinvestment Act it is 62 (see
http://www.faa.gov/airports/aip/grant histories/airport projects/, accessed July 3, 2011). A 2009 study
sponsored by the Pew Charitable Trusts showed that 17% of AIP projects between Fiscal Years 2005 through 2009
had scores below 41 (http://subsidyscope.org/transportation/aip/, accessed July 3, 2011).
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gram costs, and therefore results in smaller programs and lower taxation.

The first prediction is that professionalization occurs when projects are of sufficiently high

expected quality. This is intuitive, because projects of low expected quality are unlikely to pass

muster with the bureaucrat. Professionalization therefore beats politicization when it is likely to

provide benefits to a sufficiently broad coalition.6 The basic result holds regardless of which district

type has a legislative majority; high types will actually prefer politicization if their projects are

unlikely to be of high quality. Notably, this finding is consistent with some previous empirical work

linking project quality with professionalization (e.g., Anagnoson 1982, 1983, Law and Tonon 2006).

The basic model also generates several more subtle findings. A legislative majority consisting

of high type districts becomes more inclined to politicize as the size of the majority increases, while

the reverse is true for a majority consisting of low type districts. These relationships both follow

from the higher tax costs of funding many high quality projects. Next, the effect of increasing the

quality of bureaucrats, in the sense of more accurate investigations, depends on expected project

quality. When projects are expected to be of high quality, then better bureaucrats raise the payoffs

from professionalization. But better bureaucrats are also better at sniffing out low quality projects,

and so legislators facing this prospect will be more tempted to politicize.

A key extension to the model considers an alternative bureaucratic decision-making process in

which an executive player can exercise managerial control over the agency (McCubbins, Noll and

Weingast 1987, Moe 1989). In a separation of powers system, this player might be a president, who

can control agency procedures through the Office of Management and Budget, or a governor. The

executive can control whether the bureaucrat investigates, but not her approval decision. Through

this simple procedural tool, she may affect the distribution of benefits across districts and also the

initial politicization choice (Berry, Burden and Howell 2010, Gordon 2011). The results here depend

on the objectives pursued by the executive. If the executive attempted to enforce a higher project

standard than the bureaucrat, then the bureaucrat’s lower probability of acceptance will encourage

the legislature to politicize. A low standard will reverse this relationship. Thus politicization may

6Bickers and Stein (1997) argue that an agency can effectively randomize the allocation of a project with a narrowly
geographic focus, thus allowing legislators to broaden its coalition of supporters. This view of professionalization is
more similar to politicization in my model, since proposers in the bargaining game are chosen at random.
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be more likely when there is an executive that is ideologically opposed to a legislature’s program,

as might be expected under divided government. By contrast, an executive with “distributive”

preferences will professionalize when her constituency matches that of the legislative majority.

This article engages a number of disparate literatures. Numerous empirical studies have doc-

umented the consequences of politicized actors in areas as varied as infrastructure policy (Rauch

1995, Gerber and Gibson 2009), state economic projections (Krause, Lewis and Douglas 2006),

broad categories of federal programs (Lewis 2008), and distributive spending (Berry and Gerson

2010). Additionally, Hird (1991) finds that both political factors and quality played roles in the

selection of Army Corps of Engineers projects. By linking project quality with agency design, the

model’s predictions may be useful for guiding future empirical work on the determinants of agency

spending patterns.

Theoretically, the model complements a long-standing body of work on the institutional basis

of the distribution of government resources. In various forms, legislatures have long been at the

center of the study of distributive politics (e.g., Lowi 1964, Shepsle and Weingast 1981, Collie 1988,

Levitt and Snyder 1995, Stein and Bickers 1995, DelRossi and Inman 1999, Lee 2000, Ansolabehere,

Gerber and Snyder 2002). Numerous studies over the years have also linked legislative politics with

specific agencies or policy areas, such as water (Maass 1951, Ferejohn 1974), taxes (Manley 1970),

military bases (Arnold 1979), local government grants (Rich 1989), the postal service (Kernell and

McDonald 1999), higher education (Balla et al. 2002), and labor and defense department contracts

(Bertelli and Grose 2009). Finally, agency-specific studies have also emphasized the role played by

internal agency procedures and expertise in determining outcomes (e.g., Hird 1990, Maor 2007).

The simple model of bureaucratic decision-making used here resembles in spirit those of Pren-

dergast (2003) and Carpenter and Ting (2007), where the bureaucrat is asked to approve or reject

a project of uncertain quality on behalf of a principal. These models do not consider the difference

between professional and politicized allocation. The origins and implications of this distinction have

received recent theoretical attention, in the contexts of elected versus unelected officials (Maskin

and Tirole 2004), bureaucrats versus politicians (Alesina and Tabellini 2007) and political versus

civil service appointments (Gailmard and Patty 2007). Finally, a number of models examine the
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legislature’s role in funding government agencies, focusing primarily on information asymmetries

(e.g., Miller and Moe 1983, Bendor, Taylor and Van Gaalen 1987, Banks 1989). While each of

these strands has contributed to the bureaucratic questions raised by this paper, none has focused

on legislative and distributive politics. To my knowledge, this model is the first that explicitly

addresses the role of bureaucracies in distributive politics.7

The model also joins a substantial literature on legislative bargaining in the Baron and Ferejohn

(1989) family. As with this paper, the basic framework has been applied to common institutional

variations, such as legislative procedures with pork barrel programs (Baron 1991), a presidential

veto player (McCarty 2000), bicameralism (Ansolabehere, Snyder and Ting 2003) and public goods

(Volden and Wiseman 2007). Perhaps most similarly to the politicized process studied in this

paper, Norman (2002) studies a finite-horizon variant of the Baron-Ferejohn game. Richer versions

of the “unidimensional” professionalized bargaining process are examined by Baron (1996) and Cho

and Duggan (2005).

The remainder of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes the model. Section 3

examines the bureaucrat’s project approval problem. Section 4 then derives legislative strategies in

both bargaining subgames. The main results about distribution, professionalization and budgetary

implications follow from these. Section 5 examines the effects of executive intervention, the quality

of bureaucrats, and endogenous program standards. The final section discusses some implications

of the results.

2 Model

The model combines bureaucratic decision-making and legislative bargaining. The outcome of the

game is an allocation of funding across n ≥ 5 (odd) districts. There are two kinds of players. A

single bureaucrat B may decide whether to approve a project in each district. There are also n

legislators, each representing one district, who wish to maximize their district’s expected funding.

It will be occasionally convenient to label the legislature collectively as L.

7One partial exception is Bertelli and Grose (2009), who argue informally that senators who are ideologically
closer to agencies are more likely to receive grants.
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Each district i has a single project of unknown quality, denoted θi ∈ {θ, θ}, where θ < θ. There

are two types of districts, high and low (denoted τ = h and τ = l), where ex ante, quality level θ

occurs with probability pτ , with pl < ph. Let nτ denote the number of type τ districts. In what

follows, both legislators and districts will be referred to according to type.

The bureaucratic decision-making part of the model is a simple decision problem of choice

under technical uncertainty. If given the opportunity by L, B’s job is to decide whether to fund

each district’s project at L’s specified level or to cancel it. To do so, B can first choose whether

to investigate the project, acquiring a signal σi ∈ {0, 1}, where Pr{σi = 0|θi = θ} = Pr{σi =

1|θi = θ} = q > 1/2. When there is no investigation, it will be convenient to let σi = ∅. Thus,

q is a measure of the precision of the signal, which may be due to B’s expertise. The signal is

independently distributed across districts, and each investigation imposes a cost c ≥ 0 on B. B

must then approve or reject the project. Her payoff from the district i project decision is:

 π(θi − s) for approval

0 for rejection.

Here s represents an exogenous standard. Throughout the paper, I adopt the obvious interpre-

tation of s as a technical quality standard or cost-benefit ratio, but it may also usefully demarcate

other underlying dimensions, such as ideology. The parameter π > 0 is the extent to which B is

motivated by project quality. Thus, rather than being a budget maximizer, B wishes to approve

only projects that are “better” than s. Section 5 considers one extension in which an “execu-

tive” player (such as a governor or president) can costlessly determine whether B investigates, and

another where s is endogenous.

The legislative bargaining part of the model is a variant of the Baron-Ferejohn (1989) game, with

T > 1 (finite) rounds of bargaining. The proposal space used by legislators depends on whether L

chooses to “politicize” or “professionalize” the process by which districts are funded. This choice is

denoted by I ∈ {B,L}, where B corresponds to professionalization, or using bureaucratic expertise,

and L corresponds to politicization, or using direct legislative appropriations.

Bargaining proceeds via closed rule majority rule. In each bargaining period t ∈ {1, . . . , T}, a
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legislator is recognized to make a proposal with probability 1/n. Under politicization, a proposal

is a vector bt of non-negative benefits for each legislator or district. The legislature then votes on

the proposal. If passed, district i’s project is automatically funded with budget bi = bt,i, with no

intervention from B. Under professionalization, a proposal is simply some non-negative bt, which

is a uniform project budget for all districts that meet the national standard s. If passed, b = bt

is allocated to each district upon approval by B.8 Under both institutional mechanisms, a rejected

proposal results in another legislator being recognized to make a proposal until all T rounds are

exhausted. The status quo allocation, which is adopted if no proposal is passed within T periods,

is 0 if I = L and 0 if I = B.

A project gives each legislator utility equal to the realized budget in her district. This means

that under professionalization, a legislator receives no benefit unless her project is approved. Ad-

ditionally, legislators are taxed uniformly for the cost of the total benefits. Letting xj denote the

realized benefit level in district j, the total cost of the legislation is then k(
∑n
j=1 xj)

2 (where k > 0),

which is distributed evenly across districts as a tax. Legislator i’s realized payoff is then:

uτ,s(xi) = xi − k(
n∑
j=1

xj)
2/n.

A stylized sequence of the game is as follows. All player moves are perfectly observable.

1. Institutional Choice. Each legislator i casts a vote wi,0 ∈ {B,L} to determine professional-

ization or politicization, with the outcome determined via majority rule.

2. Bargaining — Recognition. At each round t, Nature recognizes one legislator with probability

1/n, i.i.d. across periods.

3. Bargaining — Proposal. At each round t, if I = L, then the recognized legislator proposes

an allocation bt ∈ <n+ for each district. If I = B, then the recognized legislator proposes a

national project budget bt ∈ <+.

8Given that the bureaucrat in this model cares only about approving deserving projects, she is indifferent over
how money is distributed across deserving projects. Note however that if legislators could vary district budgets
under professionalization, then they could achieve a result similar to that under politicization by assigning districts
budgetary certainty equivalents. Thus, the inability of legislators to control district-specific allocations is essential to
professionalization.
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4. Bargaining — Voting. At each round t, each legislator casts a vote wi,t ∈ {y, n} on the

proposal, with the outcome determined via majority rule. If the proposal passes or fails at

round T , then bargaining ends. Otherwise, bargaining proceeds to round t+ 1.

5. Administration. In each district i, if I = B, B makes an investigative choice ai ∈ {investigate, noinvestigate},

yielding σi ∈ {0, 1, ∅}. B then forms posterior beliefs µi(σi) and makes an approval decision,

di ∈ {y, n}.

I derive a symmetric subgame perfect equilibrium (SSPE) in pure strategies. This is a subgame

perfect equilibrium that treats all legislators of the same type identically under professionalization,

and all legislators identically under politicization. Equilibrium strategies consist of five elements.

First, each legislator has a vote wi,0 ∈ {B,L} over the institutional mechanism. Second, for each

I, each legislator i has a proposal strategy mapping the set legislative histories Hr,i leading to

her recognition to a proposal. This mapping is βi : Hr,i → <+ if I = B and βi : Hr,i → ∆(<n+)

if I = L, where ∆(<n+) is the set of probability distributions over <n+. Third, each legislator i

has a voting strategy wi : Hp → {y, n} mapping the set of legislative histories Hp leading to a

proposal to a vote. Fourth, B’s investigative strategy a : Hb → {investigate, noinvestigate}n maps

the set of legislative histories under I = B leading to a passed budget to investigative choices in

each district. Finally, B’s approval strategy a : Hb × {0, 1, ∅}n → {y, n}n maps the set of histories

leading to investigative results to approval decisions in each district. These decisions are based on

her posterior beliefs µi(σi) about the probability that project i is of type θ. As the subsequent

development shows, the SSPE is unique.

3 Bureaucratic Choice

This section derives the bureaucrat’s approval strategy in a professionalized setting. The analysis

here yields each district type’s probability of project acceptance under professionalization, which

will affect the legislature’s choice in Section 4. It will be useful to restrict attention to a single

district of arbitrary type; thus, notation for district i and type τ is suppressed here.

In choosing whether to investigate, B weighs the implications of the possible investigative out-
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comes. Thus, given ex ante probability p of a high quality project, B’s posterior belief that the

project is of high quality when there is no investigation is simply µ(∅) = p. Upon investigating and

seeing favorable (σ = 1) or unfavorable (σ = 0) investigative evidence, Bayes’ Rule implies that

the posterior is:

µ(σ) =


qp

qp+(1−q)(1−p) if σ = 1

(1−q)p
(1−q)p+q(1−p) if σ = 0.

To identify the standards of interest to B, it will be helpful to define the interval P = [P,P] as

follows:

P ≡
[
µ(0)θ + (1− µ(0))θ, µ(1)θ + (1− µ(1))θ

]
.

This is the set of standards s for which the results of an investigation would be pivotal in B’s

decision over whether to approve or reject. That is, if s ∈ P, then a negative signal implies an

unacceptable project in expectation. The unconditional probability of acceptance when there is an

investigation is then pq + (1− p)(1− q), which is increasing in q if p > 1/2.

When will the bureaucrat collect this extra information? Without an investigation, B will

accept the project if s ≤ pθ + (1 − p)θ, and reject it otherwise. Clearly, the signal is not worth

acquiring if it would not affect the expected value of the project relative to s; i.e., s 6∈ P. Otherwise,

s is intermediate and the bureaucrat would benefit from additional information, but may not be

willing to pay for it. Comparing expected payoffs and simplifying, she acquires the signal if:

qpθ + (1− q)(1− p)θ − [qp+ (1− q)(1− p)]s− c/π ≥ max{pθ + (1− p)θ − s, 0}.

This expression reduces to:

 −(1− q)p(θ − s)− q(1− p)(θ − s) ≥ c/π if pθ + (1− p)θ − s > 0

qp(θ − s) + (1− q)(1− p)(θ − s) ≥ c/π otherwise.

These conditions hold if the expected upside bonus or the avoided downside loss from collecting
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the signal is sufficiently large. This will be true for some values of p if:

(2q − 1)
(θ − s)(s− θ)

θ − θ ≥ c

π
. (1)

These expressions allow a complete characterization of B’s acceptance and investigation strategy.

When (1) holds, B investigates when s ∈ S = [S,S], where:

S ≡
[

(1− q)pθ + q(1− p)θ + c/π

(1− q)p+ q(1− p) ,
qpθ + (1− q)(1− p)θ − c/π

qp+ (1− q)(1− p)

]
, (2)

or equivalently, p ∈
[

c/π−(1−q)(θ−s)
q(θ−s)−(1−q)(θ−s) ,

q(θ−s)+c/π
q(θ−s)−(1−q)(θ−s)

]
. Note that S ⊆ P, so that B investigates

for a subset of standards for which more information would sway her decision. As intuition would

suggest, the size of S is decreasing in the cost of investigation, c, and increasing in B’s career

motivation π.

The bureaucrat therefore investigates when s or p is “moderate,” which reflects its payoff

weighted incentive to investigate when uncertainty is high. For lower values of p (respectively,

s) outside the interval, B simply rejects (respectively, accepts) the project outright, and for higher

values B accepts (respectively, rejects) without investigation.

4 Legislation

4.1 Politicized Allocation

I begin the analysis of legislative bargaining with the case of politicized allocation. Under this

institutional mechanism, the standard s is irrelevant and legislators are able to appropriate projects

directly to districts, so that xi = bi for all i. As is standard for this type of game, the recognized

proposer in any period t must offer enough to make (n − 1)/2 legislators indifferent between the

proposal and their continuation payoffs. By symmetry, coalition partners are randomly and fairly

chosen and must be given the same amount.

The SSPE of the bargaining game is straightforward to derive. At period T , the default al-

location gives zero to each legislator, and so the proposer can give zero to (n − 1)/2 legislators
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and just enough to the remainder to cover their tax costs. Before period T , the proposer must

give coalition partners a net payoff equal to their expected value of continuing the game to the

next round. The amount received by partners is higher than in period T because it reflects the

possibility that partners may become future proposers. This proposal is passed with the support

of all coalition partners. The following remark summarizes the equilibrium proposal and players’

expected utilities. The proof of this and other results are located in the appendix.

Remark 1 Politicized Allocation. A legislator i recognized at t = 1 proposes b1,i = 1
2k for herself,

b1,j = 1
k(n+1) for (n−1)/2 randomly selected coalition partners, and b1,j = 0 for all other legislators.

L approves the budget. Each legislator’s expected utility is: vP = 1
k(n+1)2

.

As is standard in Baron-Ferejohn style games, the proposing legislator’s ex post share is quite

high. Furthermore, aggregate spending is almost double that which would maximize the legislators’

collective welfare, or 1
2k . However, legislation is not socially inefficient: aggregate benefits exceed

aggregate costs, although of course non-coalition partners receive negative payoffs ex post.

Two other features of this equilibrium are worth noting. First, it can be demonstrated that the

period t = 1 strategies would also obtain in a stationary equilibrium of a version of this game where

T is infinite. Second, while the bureaucratic project standard s plays no role under politicization,

the assumption that the legislature can earmark funds directly for districts is equivalent to letting

B apply a minimal standard s < S l and allowing bargaining to proceed according to the politicized

process. Such a standard ensures that each legislator receives exactly her allotted bi, while a higher

standard (for example, s ∈ Pτ ) might require a larger budget to buy a type τ legislator’s vote.

From a proposer’s perspective, a minimal standard would be optimal under politicization due to

the concavity of the legislators’ utility functions.

4.2 Professionalized Allocation

Now consider the bargaining environment in which the bureaucrat’s professional expertise is invoked

by the legislation. Legislators cannot discriminate between projects that the bureaucrat considers

acceptable, so budgets are simply the (uniform) size of each funded project, and must respect the
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fixed “national” standard s.

It is useful to begin with a simplifying observation about bureaucratic standards. Because

the bureaucrat faces two types of districts and has three actions (investigate, approve without

investigation, and reject without investigation), she must treat many possible standards identically.

In particular, there can be only one of five strategies for any given s. First, for any s > Sh,

B’s standard is very high and all projects are rejected without investigation. Second, for s ∈

(max{S l,Sh},Sh], B rejects in type l districts and investigates in type h districts. Third, either

s ∈ (S l,Sh] or s ∈ (Sh,S l]. Under the former, B rejects in type l districts and accepts in type

h districts, both without investigation, while under the latter, B investigates both district types.

Fourth, for s ∈ (S l,min{S l,Sh}], B investigates in type l districts and approves in type h districts

without investigation. Fifth, for any s ≤ S l, B has a very low standard and approves all projects

without investigation. For simplicity, I therefore label s1, . . . , s5 as arbitrary standards in each of

these five respective intervals. Each s ∈ [0, 1] is thus in an equivalence class with exactly one of

s1, . . . , s5. Figure 1 illustrates the set of possible standards.

��

Inves&ga&on*Regions*

s5 s4 s3 s2 s1

Pl Ph

ShSl

Effec&ve*Standards*

type*l*expected*quality* type*h*expected*quality*

Figure 1: Bureaucratic Standards and Investigation Strategies. For each type τ , Pτ is the set of
standards for which an additional signal would be pivotal in B’s approval decision. Sτ is the set of
standards for which B would be willing to pay the cost of an investigation. All standards within a
region sj induce the same investigative behavior. At s = s3, for example, B rejects type l projects
and approves type h projects without investigation, since S l < Sh.
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Given a standard, it is straightforward to derive legislators’ ideal budgets. Some additional

notation will be helpful for this purpose. Let ρτ,s denote the probability that B approves a project

given standard s and district type τ , as determined in the previous section. Also let ντ denote the

random variable for the number of approved projects in type τ districts. Thus νl + νh, the number

of approvals of both types, is distributed according to a bivariate binomial distribution. Denote by

∆ the expected squared number of project successes induced by this distribution:

∆ ≡ nlρl,s(1− ρl,s) + nhρh,s(1− ρh,s) + (nhρh,s + nlρl,s)
2.

A type τ legislator’s expected payoff for a budget b can then be written as:

ρτ,sb−
kb2

n
E[(νl + νh)2] = ρτ,sb−

kb2

n
∆.

Straightforward maximization of this objective gives the following expressions for the optimal

project budget and the expected utility it yields for a type τ proposer:

b̂τ,s =
nρτ,s
2k∆

(3)

E[uτ,s(b̂τ,s)] =
nρ2

τ,s

4k∆
(4)

The optimal budget is zero for type h proposers at s = s1, and for type l proposers at s = s1, s2,

and s3 when Sh > S l. At these standards, the proposer type in question is excluded from enjoying

project benefits. For example, type l legislators receive a negative payoff if a positive budget is

passed when s = s2. For both types, lower standards induce positive optimal budgets. Neither the

optimal budget nor the proposer’s expected utility from it is monotonic in s, since lower standards

also increase the overall cost of the legislation.

In standard fashion, the bargaining equilibrium is derived by considering final-period offers and

then backwards inducting, ultimately deriving the proposals that each type of legislator will offer in

the first period. To preview the outcomes of this game, consider two simple cases where legislators

agree on the optimal budget. This occurs when s is such that the bureaucrat treats both district
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types identically. If s = s1, then all projects are rejected without investigation (ρτ,s1 = 0). The

payoff to all districts is zero, as is the budget. Thus the only meaningful proposal is b̂τ,s1 = 0, and

all districts receive zero, which is worse than the politicization payoff of 1
(n+1)2k

. Likewise, if s = s5,

then all projects are approved without investigation (ρτ,s5 = 1). Applying (3) yields b̂τ,s5 = 1
2kn

for both proposer types. This results in an expected payoff of 1
4kn for each legislator, which is

better than that under politicization. In fact, professionalization under this standard maximizes

the legislators’ collective and individual welfare. Relative project quality remains important for the

three intermediate standards as well, even though they induce B to treat different types differently.

As the subsequent subsections describe, there are two types of equilibria, depending on whether

a majority of districts are of type h or l. For convenience, I adopt the following notation. Let

v∗τ = E[uτ,s(b̂τ,s)] denote type τ ’s period T expected payoff, conditional upon recognition (this is

in many cases simply the payoff generated by her ideal budget), and let ṽ∗τ = E[uτ,s(b̂−τ,s)] be her

period T payoff conditional upon recognition of the other type. Additionally, let bτ,t denote the

proposal bt offered by a type τ legislator. Finally, denote the continuation value for type τ at period

t by vτ,t.

4.2.1 High Quality Majority

In the first case, most districts have high quality projects, so that nh > (n − 1)/2. The intuition

for the equilibrium can be seen by considering when legislators can successfully propose their ideal

budgets, starting with period T . Since type h legislators are a majority, their optimal budgets will

automatically win a majority. Type l legislators’ optimal budgets will win unanimous support,

since type h legislators benefit at least as much as type l legislators in expectation from any given

budget. Thus both types propose their ideal budgets at period T (bτ,T = b̂τ,s), yielding payoffs

v∗τ =
nρ2τ,s
4k∆ and ṽ∗τ =

nρ−τ,s(2ρτ,s−ρ−τ,s)
4k∆ . The two types’ continuation values at period T are then:

vh,T =
nh
n
v∗h +

nl
n
ṽ∗h =

nρ2
h,s − nl(ρh,s − ρl,s)2

4k∆
(5)

vl,T =
nh
n
ṽ∗l +

nl
n
v∗l =

nρ2
l,s − nh(ρh,s − ρl,s)2

4k∆
. (6)
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At period T − 1, a type h proposer can clearly offer other type h legislators more than vh,T by

again proposing her ideal budget. All type h legislators would vote for the proposal, which would

then pass. However, a type l proposer cannot propose b̂l,s, since this provides less utility than

needed to gain type h legislators’ votes. A type l proposer must increase bT−1 above b̂l,s so that

type h legislators can receive their reservation value of vh,T .

More generally, at all periods before T , type h proposers can continue to propose bh,t = b̂h,s.

This budget will obviously attract majority support. A type l proposer must offer a budget that

makes type h indifferent between it and continuing to the next period, when a type h member

might be recognized. In particular, for all r ≥ 1, type h must receive the following expected payoff

under the proposed budget:

vh,T−r =
nh
n
v∗h +

nl
n
vh,T−r+1. (7)

Expression (7) defines an iterative relationship for type h’s continuation value. It also provides

an intuition for type l proposers’ strategies. To satisfy the type h majority’s demands, the type l

proposal in any given period must lie between the ideal budgets b̂l,s and b̂h,s. Unlike the politicized

process, the time horizon now matters. Since a longer time horizon increases the type h legislators’

chances of eventual recognition, the type l budget proposal will approach the type h ideal as T

increases. Thus, a minority will tend to benefit from bargaining environments where proposal rights

are highly constrained.

The next remark uses this relation to characterize the relevant features of the unique equilibrium

under a high quality majority.

Remark 2 High Type Majority. If nh > (n − 1)/2, then in period 1 type l legislators offer

bl,1 =
nρh,s−n(nl/n)(T−1)/2(ρh,s−ρl,s)

2k∆ , type h legislators offer bh,1 =
nρh,s
2k∆ , and L approves the bud-

get. Expected utilities are:

vl,1 =
nρ2

l,s − [nh + nl(1− (nl/n)
T−1
2 )2](ρh,s − ρl,s)2

4k∆

vh,1 =
nρ2

h,s − n(nl/n)T (ρh,s − ρl,s)2

4k∆
.
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It is clear from this discussion that by controlling the bargaining process, the high types will

typically do quite well, with vh,1 → v∗h as T → ∞. With probability greater than one half, they

receive their ideal policy outcome, and at the very worst the outcome is simply the low type’s

ideal budget, from which they receive higher utility than the low types themselves. However, the

expected payoff may not induce h legislators to prefer professionalization to politicization. Low

types may do poorly in this environment. Remark 2 also makes it evident that vl,1 < 0 when ρl,s is

sufficiently low. Thus professionalization may result in worse outcomes for the low type than either

politicization or the status quo.

4.2.2 Low Quality Majority

In the second case, nh ≤ (n− 1)/2. While this case is similar to that of the high quality majority,

one difference lies in the asymmetry between proposals by high and low quality types. Whereas

at period T type h legislators would accept the type l ideal budget of b̂l,s because of their higher

valuation of project budgets, type l legislators might not accept the type h ideal budget of b̂h,s.

As intuition might suggest, this occurs because type l legislators are taxed for the high budgets

but expect little benefit when their projects are of much lower expected quality. Obviously, this

distinction becomes relevant when type l legislators are able to reject the proposed budget.

In particular, when ρl,s < ρh,s/2, a recognized type h legislator must propose a lower period T

budget of
nρl,s
k∆ in order to satisfy type l’s reservation value of ṽ∗l = 0 and hence secure passage.

This change also affects the budgets that type h legislators can propose in earlier periods. For all

ρl,s, however, there is again a unique budget proposal between b̂l,s and b̂h,s at each period. By

contrast, type l legislators can continue to propose b̂l,s and win majority support in all periods.

Thus, both legislator types have unique proposal strategies that ensure passage in period 1.

In all other respects, the equilibrium derivation closely resembles that of the high quality ma-

jority case. The next remark summarizes the main features of the equilibrium.

Remark 3 Low Type Majority. If nh ≤ (n − 1)/2, then in period 1 type l legislators offer

bl,1 =
nρl,s
2k∆ , type h legislators offer bh,1 =

nρl,s+n(nh/n)(T−1)/2(ρh,s−ρl,s)
2k∆ if ρl,s ≥ ρh,s

2 and bh,1 =
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n(1+(nh/n)(T−1)/2)ρl,s
2k∆ if ρl,s <

ρh,s
2 , and L approves the budget. Expected utilities are:

vl,1 =


nρ2l,s−n(nh/n)T (ρh,s−ρl,s)2

4k∆ if ρl,s ≥ ρh,s
2

n(1−(nh/n)T )ρ2l,s
4k∆ if ρl,s <

ρh,s
2

(8)

vh,1 =


nρ2h,s−[nl+nh(1−(nh/n)

T−1
2 )2](ρh,s−ρl,s)2

4k∆ if ρl,s ≥ ρh,s
2

[2nρh,s−nlρl,s+2nhρh,s(nh/n)
T−1
2 −nhρl,s(1+(nh/n)

T−1
2 )2]ρl,s

4k∆ if ρl,s <
ρh,s

2 .

(9)

As before, the majority type does well under the expert allocation, although due to their higher

acceptance probabilities the type h minority does even better. In contrast to the high quality

majority case, type l legislators can now ensure that they receive strictly positive payoffs. Again,

however, this payoff may not induce l legislators to prefer professionalization to politicization.

It is worth observing finally that under either type of legislative majority, equilibrium proposals

and expected payoffs converge to the majority’s ideal as T increases. For majority members,

limT→∞ vτ,1 → v∗τ , and for minority members, limT→∞ bτ,T−r = b̂−τ,s and limT→∞ vτ,1 → ṽ∗τ .

In fact, Remarks 2 and 3 extend straightforwardly to the case where the number of potential

bargaining rounds is infinite (T =∞), as is normally assumed in the bargaining literature. In this

environment, members of a majority of type τ could obviously ensure the passage of their ideal

budget b̂τ,s by proposing it whenever they are recognized. Further, without discounting, majority

members would be willing to block any proposal that is not b̂τ,s. Thus the only outcome in a

stationary SSPE of this game is for the approved budget to reflect the majority’s ideal. The next

remark summarizes the relevant properties of this game. Note that that expected payoffs could be

obtained by substituting T =∞ into Remarks 2 and 3.

Remark 4 Bargaining with an Infinite Horizon. For T =∞, there exists a stationary SSPE such

that in period 1: (i) if nh > (n − 1)/2, then all legislators offer bτ,1 =
nρh,s
2k∆ and receive expected

utilities vh,1 =
nρ2h,s
4k∆ and vl,1 =

nρh,s(2ρl,s−ρh,s)
4k∆ ; (ii) if nh ≤ (n − 1)/2, then all legislators offer

bτ,1 =
nρl,s
2k∆ and receive expected utilities vl,1 =

nρ2l,s
4k∆ and vh,1 =

nρl,s(2ρh,s−ρl,s)
4k∆ .
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4.3 Main Results

The first result provides conditions for the central institutional choice of politicization versus pro-

fessionalization. Broadly speaking, professionalization allows legislators to avoid the uncertainty

induced by coalition-building. A non-political bureaucracy treats similar districts similarly, thus

neutralizing the inefficiently large proposer advantage that occurs under politicization. A majority

will therefore professionalize if its members’ probabilities of project approval are high, and politicize

if those probabilities are low.9

An example of politicization under a low quality majority is easily seen by substituting ρl,s = 0

(satisfied at s = s1, s2, and possibly s3) into (8): legislators whose projects stand no chance of

approval before an expert evaluation would prefer to allocate through legislative bargaining. An

example of professionalization under a high quality majority can be derived by comparing the

payoffs expected by type h legislators under both procedures. Using Remarks 1 and 2, expert

allocation is preferred if:

nρ2
h,s − n(nl/n)T (ρh,s − ρl,s)2

4k∆
≥ 1

k(n+ 1)2
. (10)

For ρh,s = 1 and ρl,s = 0 (occurring at s = s3, when the investigation regions do not overlap), this

condition is easily shown after some manipulation to hold for any n ≥ 8 or T sufficiently large.

Proposition 1 Project Quality and Institutional Choice. (i) L chooses politicized allocation if:

 ρh,s <
4nh

n(n+1)2−4nh(nh−1)
if nh > (n− 1)/2

ρl,s <
4

n2−2n+5
if nl > (n− 1)/2.

(ii) L chooses professionalized allocation if:


ρh,s >

4n
(n+1)2nh+4n−4n2 if nh > (n− 1)/2

ρl,s >
2
[
1+2nh+

√
(1+2nh)2+n2

h
(n2+2(nh−nl)+5)/nl

]
n2+2(nh−nl)+5

if nl > (n− 1)/2.

9The argument bears some similarities to the universalism arguments of Shepsle and Weingast (1981). Note
that while the bureaucrat will typically create more efficient programs in equilibrium, the programs may not be
universalistic, depending on her standard and the size of the majority.
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(iii) For types τ ∈ {h, l}, there exist ρ∗τ,s ∈ [0, 1] such that a type-τ majority politicizes if

ρτ,s < ρ∗τ,s and professionalizes if ρτ,s > ρ∗τ,s.

Parts (i) and (ii) of Proposition 1 provide some easily checked sufficient (interior) conditions

for each choice. Observe in particular that for high type majorities, the quadratic denominator

in part (ii) implies that professionalization is “easy” when the legislature is large. Note also that

these conditions do not take into account the constraint that ρl,s ≤ ρh,s. Thus a sufficiently low

value of ρh,s would imply that no feasible ρl,s could be high enough to induce a type l majority

to professionalize. Likewise, a high ρl,s may imply that ρh,s cannot be low enough for a type h

majority to politicize.

Part (iii) of Proposition 1 complements these conditions by establishing that the comparative

statics on the majority’s success probability are well-behaved: for any ρτ,s for which L politicizes

(respectively, professionalizes), then it must politicize for lower (respectively, professionalize for

higher) values of ρτ,s. Thus, despite the fact that vl,1 and vh,1 are non-monotonic, L’s institutional

choice obeys a sensible “cutpoint” rule.10

The second result establishes the main effect of district composition on politicization. This

effect works in opposite directions for the two different district types. For type h majorities, the

tendency to politicize will increase with the size of the majority. This occurs because a larger

number of high types induces greater spending for the proposer, and hence greater taxation. This

in turn increases the relative appeal of politicizing the process. The result may not hold for low

values of T because higher values of nh also reduce the probability that a type l legislator can make

a proposal. This proposal power effect for type l legislators goes to zero as T increases. For type

l majorities, the result is simpler: larger majorities lead to more professionalization, since they

reduce the expected number of successful projects to be funded. Thus, the proposal power effect

and the expected cost effect work in the same direction, for all T .

Propositions 1 and 2 are both illustrated in Figure 2.

Proposition 2 Majority Size and Politicization. Holding n constant, when ρh,s > ρl,s > 0:

10It can be shown easily that as T → ∞, vτ,s for the majority faction is monotonic.
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(i) If nh > (n− 1)/2, then vh,1 is decreasing in nh for T sufficiently large

(ii) If nl > (n− 1)/2, then vl,1 is increasing in nl.
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Figure 2: Professionalization, Project Quality and Legislative Composition. Let n = 5 and T = 20.
Horizontal and vertical axes are the probabilities of acceptance in high and low type districts (ρh,s
and ρl,s, where ρh,s > ρl,s), respectively. Shaded areas indicate where L prefers professionalization,
given the indicated majority size. In the left illustration, there is a type-h majority. Profes-
sionalization becomes preferred as ρh,s increases and as the majority size decreases. In the right
illustration, there is a type-l majority. Professionalization becomes preferred as ρl,s increases and
as the majority size increases.

Although Proposition 2 establishes that the relative payoff from professionalization is piecewise

decreasing in nh, it does not imply that type h majorities are always more inclined to politicize

than type l majorities. Since the payoff from professionalization also depends on ρτ,s, higher quality

districts will expect higher payoffs when the expected total budget costs are similar. As a result,

type h legislators expect higher payoffs under a bare majority than type l legislators would. The

next remark follows from straightforward manipulation of vh,1 and vl,1 and is stated without proof.

Remark 5 Small Majorities and Professionalization. vh,1 is higher under a type h majority of size

nh = (n+ 1)/2 than vl,1 under a type l majority of size nl = (n+ 1)/2.

These results can be usefully mapped to a relation with partisan politics, if party representa-
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tion is correlated with project quality and parties are able to vote cohesively. After gaining a close

majority, a party that represented predominantly high quality projects would tend to profession-

alize, while a party that represented predominantly low quality projects would tend to politicize.

Moreover, politicization becomes more likely as the high-quality party’s majority increases, or as

the low-quality party’s majority decreases.

The third result is that politicized programs typically distribute more, and hence are more

costly than their professionalized counterparts. Interestingly, this is true not only in equilibrium,

but also across the entire range of parameter values. In other words, professionalization reduces

expected spending, whether it is chosen by the legislature or imposed from outside.

Proposition 3 Project Size. For any ρl,s and ρh,s, if (i) nh > (n − 1)/2, or (ii) nl > (n − 1)/2

and either a type l legislator is recognized at t = 1 or T is sufficiently large, then the total allocation

under politicization is strictly higher than the expected allocation under professionalization.

The intuition for Proposition 3 is that under politicization, the proposer gives herself an inef-

ficiently large allocation while spreading costs over the rest of the legislature. Professionalization

curbs this tendency by forcing a more uniform distribution of public goods, which internalizes the

costs of higher project budgets. Interestingly, the exception occurs when type h legislators are a

minority and have proposal power, as this produces relatively inefficient allocations similar to those

under politicization. In the same vein, alternative bargaining models that do not feature large

proposer allocations (such as an open-rule variant of the Baron-Ferejohn game) would probably

reduce the overall size of politicized programs.

It is finally worth exploring the robustness of these results with respect to assumptions about the

legislators’ utility functions. In particular, project costs in the model are not additively separable,

thus calling into question the interpretation of the bureaucrat’s activities as district-by-district cost-

benefit analyses. Changing the overall cost of legislation to the sum of squared project allocations

(i.e., from k(
∑n
j=1 xj)

2 to k(
∑n
j=1 x

2
j )) results in the loss of straightforward closed form solutions

in the politicization game. However, it can be shown numerically that the payoff to politicization

typically increases more than the payoff to professionalization, but not enough to make politicization
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unambiguously preferred. The intuition is fairly straightforward: since costs are convex, district-by-

district aggregation reduces the relative inefficiency of the proposer’s large share in the politicization

game. Importantly, results such as Proposition 2 and Remark 5 continue to hold, with slight

modifications. Thus, convex non-separable costs and a bargaining process that awarded large ex

post proposer benefits both appear to drive the relative inefficiency of politicization.11

5 Extensions

5.1 Executive Procedures

In a separation of powers system, executives such as governors or presidents can exercise consid-

erable authority over bureaucratic discretion. Derthick (1990), for example, relates the Reagan

administration’s attempt to reduce the rolls of the Social Security Administration’s (SSA) Disabil-

ity Insurance (DI) program. In the absence of legislation to tighten eligibility for DI, the White

House ordered the SSA to perform annual re-evaluations of every recipient. As the SSA had pre-

viously reviewed only 4% of cases, this move reduced the number of people who could remain as

enrollees, fraudulently or otherwise.

A clear implication of the legislative bargaining game is that the probability that the agency

accepts candidate projects will affect both the scale of legislation and the institutional mechanism

used to deliver it. By ordering the bureaucrat to pursue (or halt) an investigation, the executive can

either raise or lower the acceptance probability relative to what the bureaucrat would have achieved

on her own. Here I combine these ideas to derive several implications of executive intervention. This

intervention is modeled simply by giving an executive player E control over whether B investigates

projects. Investigations continue to impose cost c on B but are costless to E, and E does not

investigate when she is indifferent. Thus, E has a narrow “management” role, and cannot intervene

11Relatedly, substituting square root for linear benefit utility and linear for quadratic costs also generated some
interesting results. Under this variation, costs are separable while utility over benefits is concave. Closed form
solutions under politicization were again unobtainable, though the professionalization game remained similar to
the basic game. Numerical simulations showed that the basic ideas of Proposition 2 and Remark 5 continued to
hold, but the payoffs to politicization were typically much lower, resulting in a consistent legislative preference for
professionalization. One conjecture for the difference in results is that since marginal benefits decline very quickly
for the proposer, she must extract more from non-coalition partners, thus amplifying the inefficiency of the proposer
bonus. Concave benefit utility therefore seems also to encourage professionalization.
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in B’s choice to accept or reject a project.12

I examine two variants of executive power, corresponding to objectives that are “bureaucratic”

and “legislative” in nature. In the first, E’s objective, like B’s, is based on quality. Her utility

function is identical to B’s, with the exception that she wishes to implement a standard sE . Observe

that B’s standard s still matters: in a type τ district, if s 6∈ Pτ , then E cannot gain from her

authority, since an investigation would not affect B’s approval decision. Attention may therefore be

restricted to “intermediate” bureaucratic standards, or s ∈ Pτ , where failed investigations result in

rejection and successful investigations in acceptance.

There are three cases, depending on the location of sE . First, if sE ∈ Pτ , then E would want the

same investigated projects to be accepted as B. Since she does not bear the cost of investigations,

it is straightforward to see that E would always order an investigation. When c > 0, this means

that B may be compelled to investigate when she would not have done so if choosing on her own.

Second, if sE > Pτ , then E would want the project rejected regardless of any investigative

outcome. There are two subcases. If s < pτθ+(1−pτ )θ, then B is favorably predisposed toward the

project and would accept in the absence of further information. E therefore orders an investigation

since doing so will induce a rejection probability of pτ (1 − q) + (1 − pτ )q. Note that when B’s

standard is very low (s < Sτ ), B would not have investigated on her own, while if s > Sh, the

two players would have agreed on investigating. By contrast, if s ≥ pτθ + (1 − pτ )θ, then B is

predisposed toward rejection, which E can secure with certainty by ordering no investigation. Now

if B’s standard is very high (s > Sτ ) both players would want no investigation, while if s < Sτ , E

essentially cancels B’s investigation. Thus, relative to the case where B had exclusive investigative

authority, E overrides B’s favored choices in some instances, and makes the same choice in others.

The overall effect is to shift the quality of the set of investigated projects upward.

Finally, if sE < Pτ , then E wants the project approved regardless of the investigative outcome.

This case is symmetrical with the second: when B would accept the project without further infor-

mation then E orders no investigation, and if B would reject without further information then E

12The ability of a president to affect agency decisions and thereby change the distribution of resources is consistent
with the findings of Berry, Burden, and Howell (2010). The executive power modeled here might be viewed as a
conservative take on the extent of executive power. In some environments the executive could have the ability to
cancel projects or contracts outright, or it may also have these powers even under politicization.
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orders an investigation. The following remark summarizes the conditions under which the executive

orders investigations.

Remark 6 Executive Intervention in Agency Decision-Making. E orders an investigation in a type

τ district if and only if: 
s, sE ∈ P

s ∈ P, s < pτθ + (1− pτ )θ, sE > Pτ
s ∈ P, s > pτθ + (1− pτ )θ, sE < Pτ .

The remark implies that an executive with a sufficiently high standard could generate lower

acceptance probabilities than a bureaucrat would. Proposition 1 then suggests that such an exec-

utive would reduce the relative payoff of professionalization, and thereby encourage politicization.

The next result formalizes this intuition. Let I∗E denote the institutional choice under executive

intervention. Then under some basic conditions executive intervention can induce a change in in-

stitutional choice (I∗E 6= I∗) in only one direction. If E’s standard is high, then only a shift from

professionalization to politicization is possible. The reduction in B’s acceptance probabilities will

tend to reduce the payoffs to professionalization (even as they reduce its overall cost). Likewise, if

B’s standard is low, then the higher probability of acceptance makes the reverse shift possible.

Proposition 4 Executive Standards and Politicization. For a majority of type τ ∈ {l, h}, if

s 6∈ P−τ then:

(i) If sE > Pτ , then I∗E 6= I∗ only if I∗ = B.

(ii) If sE < Pτ , then I∗E 6= I∗ only if I∗ = L.

Three features of Proposition 4 are worth noting. First, while the result is stated in terms

of necessary conditions, it is easy to find examples where the executive would affect institutional

choice.13 Second, the condition that s 6∈ P−τ is sufficient (but not necessary) to ensure that

E’s investigative choice does not affect the acceptance probability of the non-majority’s districts.

As Remarks 2 and 3 make clear, this probability can affect the payoffs to professionalization.

13For example, when a majority is indifferent between politicization and professionalization, s ∈ Sh ∪ Sl and
Ph ∩ Pl = ∅, there exist values of sE that would induce I∗ 6= I∗E .
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It is straightforward to show, however, that this effect vanishes for sufficiently large T , and the

proposition would then hold for all s. Finally, the effects of “intermediate” standards, in which

sE ∈ Pτ , are ambiguous. Here, E would always order an investigation, and so the effect would

depend on the location of s.

The second executive objective is distributive in nature, as in the McCarty (2000) bargaining

model. Suppose that E uses its managerial authority to maximize the expected payoff of a subset

M of the legislature. Let mh and ml denote the number of type h and l districts in M , respectively.

To simplify the analysis, the executive’s managerial authority is modeled as a commitment to an

investigative strategy in each type of district. Investigations cannot discriminate by district. This

choice is made after the legislature’s choice to professionalize a program, but before a budget is

passed. Thus E’s policy might correspond to general federal policies over rule-making, such as

Ronald Reagan’s Executive Order 12866 and its successors that mandated cost-benefit analyses for

federal rules.

The next result establishes restrictions on the ways in which the configuration of M can affect

the decision to professionalize. Again, a key intuition is that E may be able to increase or decrease

a project’s acceptance probability relative to what B would have done. For example, if s were

such that B investigated projects in type h districts but would accept in the absence of further

information, then E could raise the professionalization payoff in those districts by ordering no

investigations. This would encourage a type h majority to professionalize. Of course, depending on

the location of s, E may be unable to affect B’s acceptance probability, and so executive intervention

alone is not sufficient to change each district’s expected payoff.

Proposition 5 Executive Constituencies and Professionalization. For a majority of type τ ∈ {l, h}

and T sufficiently large, there exists a finite mτ such that if mτ/m−τ > mτ then I∗E 6= I∗ only if

I∗ = L.

The implication of this result is that a “distributive” executive will tend to encourage pro-

fessionalization when the composition of her constituency coincides with the legislative majority.

Specifically, she does this by helping to approve projects of the majority’s type and helping to
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reject projects of the non-majority’s type. When the conditions are not met, E may instead in-

duce politicization by increasing taxes without providing a commensurate increase in the majority’s

acceptance probabilities.14

Propositions 4 and 5 show that managerial control from executives (or perhaps other external

actors) can affect politicization in both directions. With some limitations, they yield clear empirical

predictions. Proposition 4 might correspond to a policy area with a strong ideological component,

such as welfare assistance. The executive’s standard sE may serve as a proxy for an ideological

preference, with a high standard indicating opposition and a low standard support. An executive

who opposes a legislative program will then have the effect of politicizing its implementation,

while a supportive executive will encourage professionalization. Thus professionalization might be

more likely under unified than divided government. Proposition 5 might correspond better to less

ideologically charged issues, such as transportation or agriculture spending. Here the composition

of the executive’s party or faction and the distribution of district types determine the legislature’s

incentive to professionalize.

5.2 The Quality of Bureaucrats

A reasonable conjecture is that the quality of bureaucrats should affect whether agencies are politi-

cized. Since the model links the probability of a project’s acceptance to legislative payoffs from

professionalization, it is possible to ask how the quality of bureaucratic analysis, embodied by q,

matters. The next result shows that the effects of better qualified personnel or greater administra-

tive capacity are not entirely straightforward.

Increasing q has two effects. Suppose that a majority of legislators is of quality type τ . First,

it increases the probability of acceptance conditional upon an investigation when pτ > 1/2, and

reduces it otherwise (i.e., good projects are more likely to be approved). Second, as shown in the

appendix, it shifts the set of projects that will be inspected (Sτ ) “upward” when pτ is sufficiently

high, as the range of projects B would accept without investigation expands and the range that she

would reject without investigation shrinks. Likewise, for pτ sufficiently low, Sτ shifts “downward”

14The condition on T ensures that vτ,1 is increasing in ρτ,s and decreasing in ρ−τ,s, though for a range of parameter
values the result also holds for T = 1.
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as q increases. For intermediate values of pτ , Sτ expands in both directions, as B counters its

increased uncertainty by inspecting over a larger range of standards.

Combining the two effects, a higher probability of acceptance under an investigation and an

upward shift in Sτ will increase type τ ’s acceptance probabilities. If in addition the change in q does

not affect the non-majority type’s probability of acceptance, the legislative majority will benefit

under professionalization. Similarly, a lower probability of acceptance under an investigation and

a downward shift in Sτ can reduce the majority’s payoff from professionalization.

Proposition 6 formalizes this logic by establishing that the effect of q depends on project quality

pτ . The result does not depend on which type has the legislative majority. High values of pτ imply

that the payoff to professionalization is increasing in q, and low values of pτ imply the reverse,

for sufficiently large T . Thus, as intuition might suggest, professionalization is better under high

quality bureaucrats when projects are likely to be approvable. Symmetrically, a perverse form of

professionalization can occur with low quality bureaucrats, who are more likely to approve low

quality projects. For moderate values of pτ , the relationship between professionalization and q

depends on s. For example, if s is either very high or very low, then a higher quality bureaucrat

may increase or decrease acceptance probabilities, respectively, by scrutinizing projects that a lower

quality bureaucrat would not have investigated.

Proposition 6 Bureaucrat Quality and Politicization. Suppose the majority is of type τ ∈ {l, h}

and s 6∈ S−τ for all q. For T sufficiently large, the expected payoff for majority legislators under

professionalization is:

(i) weakly increasing in q if pτ >
1
2 −

2c/π−
√

(θ−θ)2+4c2/π2

2(θ−θ) , or pτ > 1/2 and s ≥ Sτ .

(ii) weakly decreasing in q if pτ <
1
2 +

2c/π−
√

(θ−θ)2+4c2/π2

2(θ−θ) , or pτ < 1/2 and s ≤ Sτ .

The parameter q may serve as an indicator for the quality of a civil service system, or the level of

training of a specific agency. The somewhat surprising implication of the result is that the outside

option of politicization may cause high quality bureaucrats not to exercise their professionalism.

Rather, “slam dunk” projects will be professionalized when bureaucrats are of high quality, and

questionable projects will be professionalized when bureaucrats are of low quality. In other, “inter-
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mediate” cases, a legislature might be more inclined to attempt politicized allocation. A further

implication might then be that legislatures (or bureaucrats themselves) would be less willing to

invest in administrative capacity in these intermediate cases.

5.3 The Choice of Standard

Thus far, it has been assumed that the bureaucrat’s standard s is fixed. In one respect, the assump-

tion is natural: the extensive formal and informal literatures on bureaucratic politics are based on

the assumption that legislatures cannot easily dictate the preferences or actions of bureaucratic

agents. Thus, a legislature might face significant agency losses if it attempted to impose standards

in complex policy areas. For example, a bureaucrat may respond by nominally applying a low

standard but channeling resources toward more desirable projects. One reason for fixed standards

is that legislative programs may be constrained in the short run to exploit existing agencies and

laws, accepting their capabilities, methods and limitations. In the longer run a legislature could

perhaps design an agency more to its liking, but this could be prove to be expensive. In presidential

systems, the separation of powers also drives the agency problem. For example, through appoint-

ment powers or the Office of Management and Budget, presidents can bargain over or obstruct

legislative instructions to the bureaucracy. As the extensions in Section 5.1 illustrate, an executive

can to some degree manipulate the effective standard using only “management” techniques.

Another important source of limitations on the legislature’s ability to dictate s is career con-

cerns. Some bureaucrats may respond to professional incentives that cannot be easily dictated

by politicians. This might especially be the case for peer-reviewed programs, where the career

prospects of experts depend more on the evaluation of peers than on those of legislators. This au-

tonomy is further enhanced by some common institutional features, such as civil service protections

and agencies insulated from political pressure through complex appointment structures.

Nevertheless, legislators have incentives to change s, and it is therefore worth asking how they

would do so. I adopt the simplest assumption for how the standard is chosen, which is to let a

member of the majority type unilaterally specify s prior to game play. The resulting game represents

a polar opposite view of the source of standards from the basic model, and perhaps approximates
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the practice of setting geographically-based allocation formulas. Procedures with similar effects

could of course be built into the bargaining game in various ways.

In general, each legislator type does better by minimizing the success probability of the other

legislator type, which reduces overall costs. Each type also prefers a standard at s5 to s1. Remarks

2 and 3 clearly show that the majority receives positive payoffs under s5, and zero under s1. Type

l legislators are at a disadvantage because higher standards discriminate more against them than

against type h legislators. An optimal standard for type l legislators is then s5. By contrast, type

h legislators benefit from somewhat higher standards. It is straightforward to show that a type h

majority would do best under s3 when S l < Sh, as this maximizes benefits for type h and excludes

type l. Otherwise, when S l > Sh, s3 is dominated by s2 and a type h majority may also prefer s4.

Regardless of which type holds the majority, the ability to choose a project standard for the

agency will induce L to professionalize the program.

Remark 7 Professionalization Under an Endogenous Standard. If the legislature can choose s,

then I∗ = B.

This result follows directly from Proposition 1(ii), which implies that if ρτ,s = 1, then profes-

sionalization yields an expected payoff for the legislative majority exceeding that of politicization.

Since there is always at least one standard ensuring ρτ,s = 1 for either type, both types can benefit

from professionalization. Note finally that since type h legislators receive strictly higher benefits

than type l legislators for a given s, type h legislators automatically prefer professionalization if

type l legislators do so as well. Thus a roll call vote over professionalization should be unanimous

under a type l majority. The same does not necessarily hold for a type h majority, which may

prefer a standard that excludes some type l legislators.

6 Discussion

Virtually all public money in advanced democracies is channeled through bureaucratic agencies.

As a result, legislators face prominent but seemingly opposing incentives in a distributive politics

setting. They may wish to control spending directly by earmarking funds for constituents. Or they
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may also wish to involve bureaucratic experts in distributing public resources. There has been little

theoretical work that reconciles these incentives.

The model developed here fuses bureaucratic decision-making with distributive politics. Un-

like the prevailing models of bureaucratic delegation, the model explicitly addresses questions that

arise in a “divide the dollar” context. The key insight is that purely pork-oriented legislators may

collectively choose to professionalize a program when it is likely to receive widespread bureaucratic

endorsement. When a project is “good,” an apolitical bureaucrat can offer a higher probability

of receiving funding than the normal legislative coalition-building process. Bureaucratic allocation

also reduces the inefficiencies associated with proposer rents in legislative bargaining. Professional-

ization also becomes more appealing to legislators when high-quality districts are a relatively small

majority, when an executive player supports the project or represents the same constituency as the

legislative majority, and when the quality of bureaucrats and the quality of the majority’s projects

are either both high or both low.

Perhaps the most important empirical implication to be examined is the link between legisla-

tive representation, project quality and policy outcomes at the program level. In the U.S. context,

program politicization can be measured through both direct earmarks and agency leadership. Ex-

pert decision-making is likely to be facilitated by leadership structures that give more control to

career civil servants and less to political appointees (e.g., Berry and Gersen 2010). As an exam-

ple, U.S. state transportation departments vary considerably in their appointment structures, with

some giving power to geographically-based boards. The underlying quality of projects is sometimes

measured directly by the agencies themselves (e.g., Hird 1991), or can in some cases be proxied by

variables such as population growth.

The extensions to the model also offer potential cross-national predictions. The results of Section

5.1 suggest an important role for executive autonomy from the legislature. Higher autonomy

will lead to more politicization under divided government, and more professionalization under

unified government. Autonomy may be crudely measured by whether a system is presidential,

semi-presidential or parliamentary, while professionalization might be captured by a measure of

restraints on executive power (e.g., Besley and Persson 2011). The results of Sections 5.2 and
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5.3 imply that the autonomy and quality of bureaucrats will also affect policy implementation.

In political systems where bureaucrats have only minimal autonomy, the model would predict

a perverse form of professionalization, whereby bureaucrats apply legislatively-driven standards.

Where bureaucrats do enjoy some autonomy, a higher-quality civil service system (e.g., Rauch and

Evans 2000) will induce professionalization when the expected quality of the majority’s projects is

high, and will instead induce politicization when that quality is low.

The model deliberately used the simplest possible assumptions to reach its conclusions, and sev-

eral modifications can affect the balance between the two institutional forms. First, the inefficiency

of politicization arises in part from the high ex post share earned by the proposer. This effect may

be ameliorated by using supermajority voting thresholds or open amendment rules. Both would

spread benefits more evenly and increase the efficiency of politicized allocation. Second, profes-

sionalization would become more desirable if legislators cared about maximizing project quality.

This suggests a potentially important public interest role for voters or interest groups in shaping

legislative preferences. Third, politicization might become more desirable to legislators who cared

directly about credit claiming, since voters may hold them more accountable for earmarks than for

agency decisions. Fourth, the model does not consider the possibility of local externalities. These

could affect both the attractiveness of different districts as coalition partners and the appeal of

using a bureaucrat to distinguish between good and bad projects.

Finally, one prediction that this model misses is that government programs often feature both

politicization and professionalization. Examples include grant programs from the National Insti-

tutes of Health and National Science Foundation, and Community Development Block Grants.

The model does, however, suggest how such hybrid programs might arise. Suppose that a purely

professionalized program could achieve the support of a significant minority of districts. A leg-

islator who could propose hybrid programs might then offer to earmark sufficient funds to other

legislators to complete a majority coalition. Similarly, supporters of politicization could buy the

support of other legislators by setting aside some funds for bureaucratic allocation. Thus, partial

politicization might be the norm in policy areas where projects are highly heterogeneous in quality

across legislative districts.
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7 Appendix

Proof of Remark 1. Consider an arbitrary period t. By symmetry, let vt denote a legislator’s

ex ante payoff at t. Clearly, a proposer i promises positive benefits to exactly (n − 1)/2 coalition

partners, and symmetry implies that partners are chosen with equal probability and vote for a

proposal if they receive allocation bt,j = vt+1 + kx2/n, where x is the total benefit promised to all

players. The proposer’s objective is then:

x− n− 1

2

(
vt+1 +

kx2

n

)
− kx2

n
.

Performing the straightforward optimization yields x = n
k(n+1) . This implies that bt,j = vt+1 +

n
k(n+1)2

.

By symmetry, x = n−1
2 bt,j + bt,i, and hence bt,i = n(n+3)

2k(n+1)2
− n−1

2 vt+1. Ex post, the proposer

receives n(n+3)
2k(n+1)2

− n−1
2 vt+1 − n

k(n+1)2
= n

2k(n+1) − n−1
2 vt+1, coalition partners receive vt+1, and

non-partners receive − n
k(n+1)2

. Summing over recognition and coalition partner probabilities, each

player’s ex ante expected value is vt = 1
k(n+1)2

for all t.

At t = T , the default allocation gives 0, so the proposer pays bT,j = n
k(n+1)2

to partners. For all

periods t < T , substituting vt = 1
k(n+1)2

into the above budget expressions generates the proposal.

Proof of Remark 2. As established in the text, the type h budget proposal in all periods is

simply b̂h,s. To derive the type l budget, equation (7) simplifies to the following expression for type

h’s continuation value at period T − r:

vh,T−r =

(
1−

(
nl
n

)r+1
)
v∗h +

(
nl
n

)r+1

ṽ∗h. (11)

Rewriting (11) by expanding vh,T−r and substituting from (3) and (4), the type l budget proposal

that would induce type h legislators to vote in favor is characterized by:

ρh,sbl,T−r −
kb2l,T−r
n

∆ =

(
1− (nln )r)nρ2

h,s +
(nl
n

)r
nρl,s(2ρh,s − ρl,s)

4k∆
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bl,T−r =
ρh,s ±

√
ρ2
h,s − 4(k∆/n)

(1−(nln )
r
)nρ2h,s+(nln )

r
nρl,s(2ρh,s−ρl,s)

4k∆

2k∆/n

=
nρh,s − n (nl/n)

r
2 (ρh,s − ρl,s)

2k∆
. (12)

The lower root of the quadratic formula is the only plausible solution for bl,T−r. Thus (12) is

the minimum budget that is acceptable to type h legislators. Straightforward manipulation reveals

that bl,T−r < (nl/n)bl,T−r+1 + (nh/n)b̂h,s for all r, which implies that a type l proposer cannot do

better by proposing a budget that type h would vote against.

Equation (12) thus gives a unique period 1 budget proposal bl,1 for type l legislators that will

be approved. Each type τ ’s expected payoff is then given simply by substituting bl,1 and bh,1 into

each type’s expected payoff, given by vτ,1 = nτ
n E[uτ,s(bτ,1)] + n−τ

n E[uτ,s(b−τ,1)].

Proof of Remark 3. First consider period T proposals. A recognized type l legislator can propose

her optimal budget bl,T = b̂l,s, which would automatically receive a majority of votes since nl > nh.

This yields utility v∗l =
nρ2l,s
4k∆ for type l. A type h proposer may propose bh,T = b̂h,s and win approval

if for type l legislators ρl,sb̂h,s− k∆
n b̂

2
h,s ≥ 0, or ρl,s ≥ ρh,s

2 . When this holds, the expressions for vh,T

and vl,T remain as in (5) and (6), and ṽ∗l =
nρh,s(2ρl,s−ρh,s)

4k∆ .

When ρl,s <
ρh,s

2 , the optimal type h budget b̂′h,s is at a corner and must satisfy ṽ∗l = 0; this

implies ρl,sb̂
′
h,s − k∆

n (b̂′h,s)
2 = 0, or b′h,s =

nρl,s
k∆ . Thus, the period T budget offer by type h is:

bh,T = min

{
nρh,s
2k∆

,
nρl,s
k∆

}

At the corner solution the reduced budget offered by type h proposers yields the following:

vh,T =
4nhρl,s(ρh,s − ρl,s) + nlρl,s(2ρh,s − ρl,s)

4k∆

vl,T =
nlρ

2
l,s

4k∆

For all periods t < T , recognized type l legislators can still propose b̂l,s, which a majority would

approve. Type h proposers must offer budgets giving type l legislators their continuation values in
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order to receive their vote. For all r ≥ 1, the continuation value can be written as:

vl,T−r =
nl
n
v∗l +

nh
n
vl,T−r+1

=

(
1−

(
nh
n

)r+1
)
v∗l +

(
nh
n

)r+1

ṽ∗l .

The corresponding budget must then satisfy:

ρl,sbh,T−r −
kb2h,T−r

n
∆ =

(
1−

(
nh
n

)r)
v∗l +

(
nh
n

)r
ṽ∗l

=

(
1− (nhn )r)nρ2

l,s +
(nh
n

)r
max{0, nρh,s(2ρl,s − ρh,s)}

4k∆

Solving for the budget in both cases yields:

bh,T−r =
ρl,s ±

√
ρ2
l,s − 4(k∆/n)

(1−(nhn )
r
)nρ2l,s+(nhn )

r
max{0,nρh,s(2ρl,s−ρh,s)}

4k∆

2k∆/n

=


nρl,s+n(nh/n)

r
2 (ρh,s−ρl,s)

2k∆ if ρl,s ≥ ρh,s
2

n(1+(nh/n)
r
2 )ρl,s

2k∆ if ρl,s <
ρh,s

2 .
(13)

For both the interior and corner cases, the upper roots of the quadratic formula are the only

plausible solutions for bh,T−r. Thus (13) is the maximum budget acceptable to type l legislators.

Straightforward manipulation reveals that bh,T−r > (nl/n)b̂l,s + (nh/n)bh,T−r+1 for all r, which

implies that a type h proposer cannot do better by proposing a budget that type l would vote

against.

Equation (13) thus gives a unique period 1 budget proposal bh,1 for type h legislators that will

be approved. Note that bh,1 < b̂h,s. The period 1 value functions follow immediately by substituting

bl,1 and bh,1 into each type’s expected payoff, given by vτ,1 = nτ
n E[uτ,s(bτ,1)] + n−τ

n E[uτ,s(b−τ,1)].

Proof of Proposition 1. (i) When nh > (n− 1)/2, then by Remark 2 L politicizes if:

nρ2
h,s − n(nl/n)T (ρh,s − ρl,s)2

4k∆
<

1

(n+ 1)2k
. (14)
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Clearly, the left-hand side of (14) is bounded from above at T = ∞, and thus it is sufficient to

derive conditions under which
nρ2h,s
4k∆ < 1

(n+1)2k
, or equivalently:

4[nlρl,s(1− ρl,s) + nhρh,s(1− ρh,s) + (nhρh,s + nlρl,s)
2]− (n+ 1)2nρ2

h,s > 0. (15)

Since ∆ is increasing in ρl,s, letting ρl,s = 0 gives a lower bound on the left-hand side of (15),

yielding 4[nhρh,s(1− ρh,s) + n2
hρ

2
h,s]− (n+ 1)2nρ2

h,s > 0, or:

ρh,s <
4nh

n(n+ 1)2 − 4nh(nh − 1)
.

If nl > (n− 1)/2, then by Remark 3 L politicizes if:


nρ2l,s−n(nh/n)T (ρh,s−ρl,s)2

4k∆ < 1
(n+1)2k

if ρl,s ≥ ρh,s
2

n(1−(nh/n)T )ρ2l,s
4k∆ < 1

(n+1)2k
if ρl,s <

ρh,s
2

(16)

As in the previous case, the left-hand side expressions of (16) are bounded from above at T =∞,

and thus it suffices to derive conditions under which
nρ2l,s
4k∆ < 1

(n+1)2k
, or equivalently:

4[nlρl,s(1− ρl,s) + nhρh,s(1− ρh,s) + (nhρh,s + nlρl,s)
2]− (n+ 1)2nρ2

l,s > 0. (17)

As ∆ is increasing in ρh,s, letting ρh,s = ρl,s gives a lower bound on the left-hand side of (17). This

reduces to 4[nρl,s(1− ρl,s) + n2ρ2
l,s]− (n+ 1)2nρ2

l,s > 0, or:

ρl,s <
4

n2 − 2n+ 5
.

(ii) When nh > (n− 1)/2, then by Remark 2 L professionalizes if:

nρ2
h,s − n(nl/n)T (ρh,s − ρl,s)2

4k∆
>

1

(n+ 1)2k
. (18)

Clearly, the left-hand side of (18) is minimized at T = 1, and thus I derive conditions under which
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nρ2h,s−nl(ρh,s−ρl,s)
2

4k∆ > 1
(n+1)2k

, or equivalently:

(n+ 1)2[nρ2
h,s − nl(ρh,s − ρl,s)2] > 4[nlρl,s(1− ρl,s) + nhρh,s(1− ρh,s) + (nhρh,s + nlρl,s)

2]. (19)

To derive a condition on ρh,s, note that a lower bound for the left-hand side (respectively, upper

bound for the right-hand side) of (19) is achieved by letting ρl,s = 0 (respectively, ρl,s = ρh,s), thus

giving (n+ 1)2nhρ
2
h,s > 4[nρh,s(1− ρh,s) + n2ρ2

h,s], or:

ρh,s >
4n

(n+ 1)2nh + 4n− 4n2
.

If nl > (n− 1)/2, there are two cases. First, if ρl,s ≥ ρh,s
2 (the interior case), then L profession-

alizes if:
nρ2

l,s − n(nh/n)T (ρh,s − ρl,s)2

4k∆
>

1

(n+ 1)2k
(20)

As before, the left-hand side of (20) is minimized at T = 1, and thus it suffices to derive conditions

under which
nρ2l,s−nh(ρh,s−ρl,s)2

4k∆ > 1
(n+1)2k

, or equivalently:

(n+ 1)2[nρ2
l,s − nh(ρh,s − ρl,s)2] > 4[nlρl,s(1− ρl,s) + nhρh,s(1− ρh,s) + (nhρh,s + nlρl,s)

2]. (21)

To obtain an upper bound on the right-hand side of (21), let ρh,s = 1. To obtain a lower bound

on the left-hand side of (21), note that ρh,s ≤ 2ρl,s for the interior case, so let ρh,s = 2ρl,s. These

substitutions yield (n + 1)2nlρ
2
l,s − 4[nlρl,s(1 − ρl,s) + (nh + nlρl,s)

2] > 0. Since this expression is

convex in ρl,s, it is satisfied for:

ρl,s >
2
[
1 + 2nh +

√
(1 + 2nh)2 + n2

h(n2 + 2(nh − nl) + 5)/nl
]

n2 + 2(nh − nl) + 5
.

Second, if nl > (n− 1)/2 and ρl,s <
ρh,s

2 (the corner case), then L professionalizes if:

n(1− (nh/n)T )ρ2
l,s

4k∆
>

1

(n+ 1)2k
(22)
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Again, the left-hand side of (22) is minimized at T = 1, and thus it suffices derive conditions under

which
nlρ

2
l,s

4k∆ > 1
(n+1)2k

, or (n + 1)2nlρ
2
l,s > 4[nlρl,s(1 − ρl,s) + nhρh,s(1 − ρh,s) + (nhρh,s + nlρl,s)

2].

Letting ρh,s = 1 to obtain an upper bound on the right-hand side, this is the same condition as in

the interior case, and the condition on ρl,s is therefore identical.

(iii) When nh > (n−1)/2, L politicizes (respectively, professionalizes) if (14) (respectively, (18))

holds; simplifying yields:

n(n+1)2[ρ2
h,s−(nl/n)T (ρh,s−ρl,s)2]−4[nlρl,s(1−ρl,s)+nhρh,s(1−ρh,s)+(nhρh,s+nlρl,s)

2] < (>) 0. (23)

I first show that (23) is convex. Since (23) is quadratic in ρh,s, it is convex if:

n(n+ 1)2(1− (nl/n)T ) + 4nh − 4n2
h > 0.

This expression holds for all T if it holds at T = 1, which reduces the expression to (n + 1)2 >

4(nh − 1), which clearly holds for any n.

Now observe that at ρh,s = 0, expression (23) is non-positive. The convexity of (23) then implies

that it has a unique non-negative maximal root ρ′. If ρ′ ≤ ρl,s, then let ρ∗h,s = ρl,s. If ρ′ ≥ 1, then

let ρ∗h,s = 1. Otherwise, let ρ∗h,s = ρ′. Then by (23) a type h majority politicizes (professionalizes)

if ρh,s < (>) ρ∗h,s.

The calculation for ρ∗l,s is almost identical and is therefore omitted.

Proof of Proposition 2. (i) For nh > (n− 1)/2, I show that limT→∞
dvh,1
dnh

< 0. I rewrite vh,1 by

letting n− nh = nl and using ∆(nh) to express the dependence of ∆ on nh. Applying the quotient

rule and simplifying,
dvh,1
dnh

< 0 if and only if:

[
T

(
n− nh
n

)T−1

(ρh,s − ρl,s)2

]
∆(nh)− n

[
ρ2
h,s −

(
n− nh
n

)T
(ρh,s − ρl,s)2

]
∆′(nh) < 0. (24)

Now observe that by L’Hopital’s rule, limT→∞ T
(
n−nh
n

)T−1
= limT→∞ 1/

[(
n

n−nh

)T−1
ln n

n−nh

]
=
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0. Substituting, the limit of (24) as T →∞ becomes:

−nρ2
h,s[1− ρh,s − ρl,s + 2(nhρh,s + (n− nh)ρl,s)](ρh,s − ρl,s) < 0.

This clearly holds and is bounded away from zero for any ρh,s > ρl,s, establishing the result.

(ii) For nl > (n− 1)/2, I show that
dvl,1
dnl

> 0 in both the interior case (where ρh,s ≤ 2ρl,s) and

the corner case (ρh,s > 2ρl,s). In the interior case, I rewrite vl,1 by letting n − nl = nh and using

∆(nl) to express the dependence of ∆ on nl. Applying the quotient rule and simplifying,
dvl,1
dnl

> 0

if and only if:

[
T (n− nl)T−1

nT
(ρh,s − ρl,s)2

]
∆(nl)−

[
ρ2
l,s −

(
n− nl
n

)T
(ρh,s − ρl,s)2

]
∆′(nl) > 0. (25)

When ρh,s > ρl,s, the first term of (25) is clearly positive, and the bracketed part of the second

term is also positive when ρh,s ≤ 2ρl,s. Thus (25) holds if ∆′(nl) ≤ 0, or:

[1− ρh,s − ρl,s + 2(nlρl,s + (n− nl)ρh,s)](ρl,s − ρh,s) ≤ 0. (26)

The bracketed expression in (26) is clearly positive and ρl,s < ρh,s, thus establishing the result.

In the corner case, I rewrite vl,1 as above with nh = n − nl and ∆(nl). Applying the quotient

rule and simplifying,
dvl,1
dnl

> 0 if and only if:

[
T

(
n− nl
n

)T−1

ρ2
l,s

]
∆(nl)−

[
n

(
1−

(
n− nl
n

)T)
ρ2
l,s

]
∆′(nl) > 0. (27)

The first term of (27) and the bracketed part of the second term are clearly positive for ρl,s > 0.

Thus (27) holds if ∆′(nl) ≤ 0, which was established above for the interior case.

Proof of Proposition 3. The result holds trivially when ρh,s = 0; thus, suppose ρh,s > 0.

(i) Suppose nh > (n − 1)/2. By Remark 2, the maximum budget that can be offered in

equilibrium is bh,1 =
nρh,s
2k∆ . Using Remark 1 and aggregating across districts, a politicized budget
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exceeds the expected budget under professionalization if:

n

k(n+ 1)
>

(nhρh,s + nlρl,s)nρh,s
2k[nlρl,s(1− ρl,s) + nhρh,s(1− ρh,s) + (nhρh,s + nlρl,s)2]

. (28)

The right-hand side of (28) is bounded from above by
nρh,s

2k(nhρh,s+nlρl,s)
(this also follows from the fact

that (E[νl+νh])2 < E[(νl+νh)2]). Substituting into (28) and simplifying yields 2(nhρh,s+nlρl,s) ≥

(n+ 1)ρh,s, or equivalently 2nlρl,s + nhρh,s ≥ (nl + 1)ρh,s, which holds whenever nh > nl.

(ii) Let nl > (n − 1)/2. If a type l legislator is recognized, then by Remark 3 the equilibrium

budget is bl,1 =
nρl,s
2k∆ . The proof is symmetrical with case (i) and is therefore omitted. If a type h

legislator is recognized, then using Remark 3 and the upper bound from case (i) the professionalized

budget is bounded from above by some
nρl,s+nf(T )

2k(nhρh,s+nlρl,s)
, where f(T ) is positive and decreasing and

limT→∞ f(T ) = 0. Then the politicized budget is larger if n
k(n+1) ≥

nρl,s+nf(T )
2k(nhρh,s+nlρl,s)

, or equivalently

nlρl,s + 2nhρh,s ≥ (nh + 1)ρl,s + (n+ 1)f(T ). Thus for T sufficiently large, it is straightforward to

verify that this condition holds whenever nl > nh.

Proof of Proposition 4. Denote by ρEτ,s the probability of acceptance under executive interven-

tion. Note that s 6∈ P−τ implies that B’s investigation decision for type −τ is independent of sE ;

thus, ρE−τ,s = ρ−τ,s and I focus on the relationship between ρEτ,s and ρτ,s.

(i) If sE > Pτ , then E minimizes ρEτ,s. There are three subcases. First, if s 6∈ Pτ , then B’s

approval decision does not depend on σ, and thus E cannot affect the acceptance probability:

ρEτ,s = ρτ,s. Second, if s ∈ Pτ and s < pτθ + (1 − pτ )θ, then B would accept if there were no

investigation. E therefore orders an investigation, so that ρEτ,s = pτq + (1− pτ )(1− q) ≤ ρτ,s, with

the inequality strict for s < Sτ . Third, if s ∈ Pτ and s > pτθ + (1 − pτ )θ, then B would reject

if there were no investigation. E therefore orders no investigation, so that ρEτ,s = 0 ≤ ρτ,s, with

the inequality strict for s < Sτ . Since ρEτ,s ≤ ρτ,s for all s 6∈ P−τ , Proposition 1(iii) implies that if

I∗ = L, then I∗E = L. Thus I∗E 6= I∗ only if I∗ = B.

(ii) If sE < Pτ , then E maximizes ρEτ,s. There are again three subcases. First, if s 6∈ Pτ , then

B’s approval decision does not depend on σ, and thus E cannot affect the acceptance probability:

ρEτ,s = ρτ,s. Second, if s ∈ Pτ and s < pτθ + (1 − pτ )θ, then B would accept if there were no
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investigation. E therefore orders no investigation, so that ρEτ,s = 1 ≥ ρτ,s, with the inequality

strict for s > Sτ . Third, if s ∈ Pτ and s > pτθ + (1 − pτ )θ, then B would reject if there were no

investigation. E therefore orders an investigation, so that ρEτ,s = pτq + (1− pτ )(1− q) ≥ ρτ,s, with

the inequality strict for s > Sτ . Since ρEτ,s ≥ ρτ,s for all s 6∈ P−τ , Proposition 1(iii) implies that if

I∗ = B, then I∗E = B. Thus I∗E 6= I∗ only if I∗ = L.

Proof of Proposition 5. Let e = mhvh,1 + mlvl,1 denote E’s objective. I establish comparative

statics for e with respect to ρl,s and ρh,s to derive E’s investigation strategy and its effects on the

majority’s expected payoff from professionalization.

I first establish that (a) limT→∞
dvτ,1
dρτ,s

> 0, and (b) limT→∞
dvτ,1
dρ−τ,s

< 0 under a majority of type

τ . I consider only τ = h; the result for τ = l is almost identically derived and is therefore omitted.

To establish (a), I rewrite vh,1 by letting ∆(ρτ,s) express the dependence of ∆ on ρτ,s. Applying

the quotient rule and simplifying,
dvh,1
dρh,s

> 0 if and only if:

2
[
nρh,s − n(nl/n)T (ρh,s − ρl,s)

]
∆(ρh,s)−

[
nρ2

h,s − n(nl/n)T (ρh,s − ρl,s)2
]

∆′(ρh,s) > 0.

Taking the limit as T →∞ yields 2nρh,s∆(ρh,s)− nρ2
h,s∆

′(ρh,s) > 0, or equivalently:

2nlρl,s(1− ρl,s) + nhρh,s + 2(nlnhρl,sρh,s + n2
l ρ

2
l,s) > 0. (29)

Since each term of (29) is strictly positive, the condition always holds, thus establishing (a).

To show (b), note simply that
dvh,1
dρl,s

< 0 if and only if:

2n(nl/n)T (ρh,s − ρl,s)∆(ρl,s)−
[
nρ2

h,s − n(nl/n)T (ρh,s − ρl,s)2
]

∆′(ρl,s) < 0. (30)

Taking the limit as T →∞, the first term in (30) is clearly zero, while the bracketed expression is

positive. This establishes (b).

It is easily verified that the derivatives of vh,1 and vl,1 with respect to both ρh,s and ρl,s are

always finite. Since E’s objective is linear, there exists some m such that if mτ/m−τ > mτ , e is

increasing in ρτ and decreasing in ρ−τ . Thus if T is sufficiently large and mτ/m−τ > mτ , then
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E’s investigative strategy maximizes acceptances in type τ districts; i.e., investigate iff s ∈ Pτ and

s ≥ pτθ + (1 − pτ )θ. E also minimizes acceptances in type −τ districts; i.e., investigate iff s ∈ Pτ
and s < p−τθ+(1−p−τ )θ. Intervention by E then weakly increases the payoff to professionalization

for type τ . Since type τ legislators are decisive in the choice of I, I∗E 6= I∗ only if I∗ = L.

Proof of Proposition 6. I derive comparative statics on vτ,1 as T → ∞. As established in the

proof of Proposition 5, for a majority of type τ , limT→∞
dvτ,1
dρτ,s

> 0. Thus it will be sufficient to

establish conditions under which ρτ,s is weakly increasing or weakly decreasing in q.

As a preliminary step, I derive the signs of
dSτ
dq and dSτ

dq . Differentiating,
dSτ
dq > 0 if and only if:

(−pτθ + (1− pτ )θ)[(1− q)pτ + q(1− pτ )] > [(1− q)pτθ + q(1− pτ )θ + c/π](1− 2pτ )

⇔ pτ > p ≡ 1

2
−

2c/π −
√

(θ − θ)2 + 4c2/π2

2(θ − θ) .

By a similar calculation, dSτ
dq > 0 if and only if pτ > p ≡ 1

2 +
2c/π−

√
(θ−θ)2+4c2/π2

2(θ−θ) ; note that

0 < p < 1/2 < p < 1.

(i) Suppose pτ > p. Then dSτ
dq > 0 and

dSτ
dq > 0. Note that ρτ,s = 0 for s > Sτ and ρτ,s = 1 for

s < Sτ . Further, since p > 1/2,
dρτ,s
dq > 0 for s ∈ Sτ . Thus for any s, ρτ,s is weakly increasing in q.

By assumption s 6∈ S−τ for all q, which implies
dρ−τ,s
dq = 0. Thus, vτ,1 is weakly increasing in q for

a type τ majority.

Next, suppose pτ ∈ (1/2, p]. Then dSτ
dq > 0 and

dSτ
dq < 0. The preceding proof then applies for

any s > Sτ and s ∈ Sτ , or equivalently s ≥ Sτ .

(ii) Suppose pτ < p. Then dSτ
dq < 0 and

dSτ
dq < 0. Note that ρτ,s = 0 for s > Sτ and ρτ,s = 1 for

s < Sτ . Further, since p < 1/2,
dρτ,s
dq < 0 for s ∈ Sτ . Thus for any s, ρτ,s is weakly decreasing in q.

By assumption s 6∈ S−τ for all q, which implies
dρ−τ,s
dq = 0. Thus, vτ,1 is weakly decreasing in q for

a type τ majority.

Next, suppose pτ ∈ [p, 1/2). Then dSτ
dq > 0 and

dSτ
dq < 0. The preceding proof then applies for

any s < Sτ and s ∈ Sτ , or equivalently s ≤ Sτ .
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